Electronic Back-Up Alarms

LTA-2 – Two Sound Levels
• Multi-voltage for 12 to 48 volts DC operation
• Two sound levels: 97dB or 87 dB measured at 3 feet
• Draws less than 0.2 amps at 48 volts
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
• Resistant to moisture
• Aids in compliance with safety regulations
• Simple to install

FEA-1 – Economically Priced
• All solid-state circuitry
• For 12 volt DC applications
• Sound level = 97dB at 3 feet
• Draws less than 0.6 amps at 12 volts DC
• Operates at extreme temperature ranges
• Water resistant
• Easy installation

5 1/8" high, 3 3/4" wide, 2 1/8" deep. Shipping weight - 1 lb.

CVA – 8" Diameter Mechanical Alarm
Big sound output at a low price!
• Rugged wheel-mounted 8" bell, mounts easily with standard tools
• As vehicle moves, four gravity actuated hammers ring every 1/4 turn of the wheel
• Completely mechanical; no wires or switches
• Made of zinc plated 10 gauge steel
• Sounds with rearward movement when mounted on right side
• Sounds with forward movement when mounted on left side
• Universal mounting plate adapter (CVAUMP) available for odd bolt patterns

8" diameter, 3" depth. Shipping weight - 6 lb.

BKA – 6" Diameter Mechanical Alarm
Great for public safety and industrial applications
• Rugged wheel mounted 6" bell, easy to install
• Two internal hammers sound when vehicle moves
• Can be set to sound in either forward or reverse motion on either side of vehicle
• Completely mechanical; no wires or switches
• Made of zinc plated 10 gauge steel

6" diameter bell, 3" depth, 7 1/4" diameter mounting plate. Shipping weight - 4 lb.

Electro-Mechanical Sirens

VS1 (DC) and VS110 (AC)
• DC (12V) and AC (115V) models available
• Sound level = 101dB at 10 feet
• Chrome grill and pedestal mount are standard features
• Ideal for signaling personnel and animals
• Can be operated continuously for up to 60 seconds
• 115 volt model draws 8-10 amps on start and 2-3 amps when operating

6 1/2" high, 7" long, 5 1/2" wide. Shipping weight - 3 3/4 lb.